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 Daunting scaling of effort in quantum state tomography

 Measure unknown quantum state of single spin

 Requires 3 measurement settings
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 Daunting scaling of effort in quantum state tomography

 Measure unknown quantum state of three spins

 Requires 63 measurement settings
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 Daunting scaling of effort in quantum state tomography

 Measure unknown quantum state of 8 spins

 Requires 65535 measurement settings

Data

Scalable multiparticle entanglement of trapped ions, Haeffner et al, 
Nature 429, 734 (2004)
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 Daunting scaling of effort in quantum state tomography

 Measure unknown quantum state of 20 spins

 Requires 1099511627775 measurement settings
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 Daunting scaling of effort in quantum state tomography

 Quantum state tomography for    spins requires            different expectation values, 
    with d = 2n

n O(d2)

 Heavy classical postprocessing (SDP scales like            ) O(d3)

 Ways out?
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 States interesting in quantum information and quantum optics usually 
   approximately pure (or low rank   )

 How many parameters needed to specify state?

 How many for full state tomography?

r

d2 ! rd

O(rd)

 Taming the effort of approximately low rank states

 (Compare Marcus', Cristina's talks)

 What a terrible waste! Need more efficient, robust methods



 Can one obtain complete information about an unknown quantum state using 
   substantially fewer than     measurement settings, if state is essentially low rank?d2

Quantum state tomography via compressed sensing, Gross, Liu, Flammia, Becker, Eisert, Phys Rev Lett 105, 150401 (2010)



 Overview over rest of talk

 Classical compressed sensing

 Quantum compressed sensing:
  Learning states from incomplete
  information

Phys Rev Lett 105, 150401 (2010)

 QCS++: Error bars and 
   sampling complexity

arXiv:1205.2300

 Other recent ideas on 
   quantum system identification

arXiv:1204.5735
Phys Rev Lett 106, 010403 (2011)
arXiv:1111.0853
Phys Rev Lett 108, 120503 (2012)



 Classical compressed sensing



 Economically record piece of music from organ:



 First idea: Measure in frequency domain

 Economically record piece of music from organ:

 Second idea: Take few samples in time domain

d Need    sensors

 Shannon-Nyquist-bound



 Economically record piece of music from organ:

 Third idea: Make use of compressed sensing (Tao, Candes, 2004)

 At given time few (   ) out of many possible pipes (   ) soundr d

 Spectrum essentially described by            numbersr ! d



 Compressed sensing:

 Consider discrete time signal    , composed of at most    "frequencies" 

   so              , and perform measurements                      

x rx r x =
r!

i=1

si!i

x = !s yi = !x,!i",y = !x

Theorem (Candes, Tao, et al, 2004):

 Knowing only                    different such measurements (randomly chosen 
   measurement vectors     ) one can recover any discrete-time signal    composed 
   of at most    frequencies 

 Scheme probabilistic, succeeds with overwhelming probability

 Recovery is exact

 Computationally efficient: Signal uniquely solves convex optimization problem

           min
  
        subject to 

!i x
r

!s!!l1

!"s! = y

O(r log d)

Robust uncertainty principles: exact signal reconstruction from highly incomplete frequency information, 
Candes, Romberg, Tao, IEEE Trans Inf Th 52, 489 (2004)
Decoding via linear programming, Candes, Tao, IEEE Trans Inf Th 51, 489 (2004)

(50 pages proof)



 Compressed sensing:

Image compression quality as function of undersampling in matrix completion

 Lesson: Not like JPEG, no data compression, but exponentially fewer
  data are taken in the first place



 Quantum compressed sensing



 Indeed, previous results extend to matrix completion

 Not quite applicable to quantum case: Would need full quantum circuit!

 Quantum compressed sensing: 

 Back to unknown rank-   density matrices: wish to learn in economic fashion

 Learn about sparse object, without knowing sparsity pattern

r

Exact matrix completion via convex optimization, Candes, Recht, arXiv:0805.4471
The power of convex relaxation: Near-optimal matrix completion, Candes, Tao, arXiv:0903.1476



 Measure Pauli matrix expectation values                         per site
so collect data

 Physical dimension is             , write 

{1,!x,!y,!y}

d = 2n

w =
n!

i=1

wi, wi ! {1,!x,!y,!z}

w(A), A ! [1, d2]

tr!("i1 ! · · ·! "in)

 Natural in quantum case:

Quantum state tomography via compressed sensing, Gross, Liu, Flammia, Becker, Eisert, Phys Rev Lett 105, 150401 (2010)

 (Paper in the making on measuring bases, if interested ask)



 Quantum compressed sensing: Measure just the same thing! 

Quantum state tomography via compressed sensing, Gross, Liu, Flammia, Becker, Eisert, Phys Rev Lett 105, 150401 (2010)

Theorem (Gross, Liu, Flammia, Becker, Eisert, 2010):

 Knowing only                     randomly chosen Pauli expectation values
   one can recover any unknown density matrix   of rank  

 Scheme is probabilistic, succeeds with overwhelming probability

 Recovery is exact

 Computationally efficient: Signal uniquely solves convex optimization problem

         
  
        subject to 

trw(Ai)!
! r

trw(Ai)! = trw(Ai)", i = 1, . . . ,m

O(rd log d)

(4 pages proof)

min !!!tr



 Some flavor of argument: 

R(!) =
d

m

m!

i=1

w(Ai)tr(!w(Ai))

 Take     measurements,m
"Data"

"Orthogonal deviations"
! ! rangeR!

Deviations from true state ! = ! ! "

 Case (i):

   (       deviation on row/column space of    ) 

!!T !2 < d2!!T!!2

Ahlswede, Winter, IEEE Trans Inf Th 48,
569 (2002)

Matrix-valued
Bernstein inequality

with high prob, "infeasible!"R! != 0

!T !



 Some flavor of argument: 

R(!) =
d

m

m!

i=1

w(Ai)tr(!w(Ai))

 Take     measurements,m
"Data"

"Orthogonal deviations"
! ! rangeR!

Deviations from true state ! = ! ! "

Ahlswede, Winter, IEEE Trans Inf Th 48,
569 (2002)

Matrix-valued
Bernstein inequality

 Case (ii): !!T !2 > d2!!T!!2

! ! rangeR! "= 0

Find subgradientY ! rangeR

for all

Stochastic 
sampling

(sweat)

with high prob, "infeasible!"R! != 0

, "not optimal!", or

Have optimal solution if for all deviations    either!!

!!+!!tr > !!!tr

!!+!!tr > !!!tr + tr(Y!)



 Lesson: With much fewer data, low rank states can be reconstructed,
  without any a-priori assumptions on the eigenbasis (or even the
  property to have low rank)!



 QCS++



 Great! 

 But how about fair error bars?

 What is the sampling complexity?

 (Compare Matthias' and Koen's talks, work of Robin et al)



 Choose     Pauli operators of      many

 Random Pauli measurements:

 For               take         copies and measure Pauli observable        , estimate exp values  

m d2

t/m w(i)

(A(!))i =

!
d!
m
tr(w(i)!)

 Sampling operator:

 Output of measurement procedure

y = A(!) + z

Statistical noise

Quantum tomography via compressed sensing: error bounds, sample complexity, and efficient estimators,
Flammia, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1205.2300

i ! [m]

 Normalized with dual: E(A!A) = I



 Reconstructing the density matrix

 Dantzig selector:

 Two estimators:

 Matrix Lasso:

!̂DS = argmin
X

!X!tr s.t. !A!(A(X)" y)! # "

!̂Lasso = argmin
X

1

2
!A(X)" y!22 + µ!X!tr.

Quantum tomography via compressed sensing: error bounds, sample complexity, and efficient estimators,
Flammia, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1205.2300



 Error bounds:

 Theorem: Let     be the random Pauli sampling operator with 
                             . Then with high probability, the following holds:

  Choose    so that                       , then 

  Choose    so that                           , then 

m ! Crd log6 d
A

! !A!(z)! " !

!!̂DS " !!tr # C0r"+ C1!!c!tr

µ !A!(z)! " µ/2

!!̂Lasso " !!tr # C !
0rµ+ C !

1!!c!tr

 For given state, decompose it into best rank-   approximation and restr

 First term statistical noise, second approximation error, clearly optimal

! = !r + !c

Quantum tomography via compressed sensing: error bounds, sample complexity, and efficient estimators,
Flammia, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1205.2300



 "Manifold of rank-   can be embedded into                           dimensions with small 
  distortion in the 2-norm"

 How can such tight bounds be obtained?

 Sampling operator satisfies the rank-   restricted isometry property
  if there exists a constant                    such that for all                    with rank-    0 < !r < 1 X ! Cd!d

r
r

(1! !r)"X"F # "A(X)"2 # (1 + !r)"X"F

 Tool: Restricted isometry property

r O(rdpolylogd)

 Lesson: Quantum compressed sensing can be equipped with tight error 
  bars that scale close to optimally in d

Quantum tomography via compressed sensing: error bounds, sample complexity, and efficient estimators,
Flammia, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1205.2300



 Sampling complexity:

 How many copies are needed to get an estimate up to some accuracy?

Quantum tomography via compressed sensing: error bounds, sample complexity, and efficient estimators,
Flammia, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1205.2300



 Theorem: Given                                    copies of    , measured

   as above, then the following holds with high probability:

   Set                       for some           , then

   Choosing                       , then

t = O

!"rd
!

#2
log d

$

! = "/(C !
0r) ! > 0

!!̂DS " !!tr # "+ C1!!c!tr

µ = !/(C !
0r)

!!̂Lasso " !!tr # "+ C !
1!!c!tr

!

 Sampling complexity:

 Proof idea: Fix           , ask how many copies are needed to ensure
                                    , use matrix Bernstein inequality and previous theorem 

! > 0
!A!(y "A(!)! # "

 The number of copies    needs to grow as fast as                          to guarantee a
   constant trace-norm confidence interval for all rank-   states 

t !(r2d2/ log d)
r

 Lesson: Essentially tight in sampling complexity

)



 Numerical performance in practice:

 Check, say, for           , Haar measure pure state, add local depolarizing channel,

 Look at fidelity and trace-distance

 Fix total amount of time     , allow for switching time

n = 5

D!(!) = "
1

2
I+ (1! ")!, " = 0.01

T c

Quantum tomography via compressed sensing: error bounds, sample complexity, and efficient estimators,
Flammia, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1205.2300





 Lessons: 

 Both compressed sensing estimators outperform maximum 
  likelihood estimators by far (interesting, given "optimal performance")

 Total time very small, large advantage using compressed sensing

 No trade-off



 Numerical performance in practice:

 Quantum compressed sensing has two components:

  (1) Measure incomplete set of observables

   (2) Use trace-norm mimization

 Lesson: (2) can be used without (1), but also no penalty for (1): 
  much more (!) efficient classical postprocessing

Quantum tomography via compressed sensing: error bounds, sample complexity, and efficient estimators,
Flammia, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1205.2300



 Direct certification



 Certify the state estimate:

X = tr(Pi!)/!"k|Pi|"j"

Local Pauli operator 
measurements

!!k|Pi|!j"

Get fidelity F (!, !̂)

 Theorem: Given a state estimate    with rank   the number of 
   copies    required to estimate the mixed-state fidelity
   to within      with probability          using single-copy Pauli 
   measurements satisfies   

!̂ r
t F (!, !̂)
±! 1! !

t = O

!
r5

!4
(d log(r2/") + r2/")

"

Quantum tomography via compressed sensing: error bounds, sample complexity, and efficient estimators, Flammia, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1205.2300
Direct fidelity estimation from few Pauli measurements, Flammia, Liu, Phys Rev Lett 106, 230501 (2011)



 Certify the state estimate:

 Lesson: One can certify whether one has the right state, with 
   asymptotically negligible effort

 Useful also in other contexts (MPS tomography, ...)



 An extended outlook...

 Try to learn much from little data: Ideas of quantum systems identification



Continuous-variable quantum compressed sensing, Ohliger, Nesme, Gross, Liu, Eisert, arXiv:1111.0853

 Continuous-variable quantum compressed sensing

!
P!dµ(!) =

I
n2

P! : ! !" (w!,!)w!

 Allow for more general measurements: tight frames

 Applicable to, e.g., homodyne measurements, direct Wigner function measurement, ...



Efficient and feasible tomography of quantum many-body systems, Ohliger, Nesme, Eisert, arXiv:1204.5735

 Efficient and feasible tomography of quantum many-body systems

 Combine ideas of random circuits, tight frames, compressed sensing with ...

 ... MPS/MPO tomography (see Marcus' talk)

 Tomography in cold atoms systems in optical superlattices



 Can one quantitatively certify non-classicality (negative Wigner functions) of
   optical modes from mere two phase space slices from homodyne detection?

   (say, photon subtracted states/Fock states)

 Yes

(Ideas of argument:    -positivity, Bochner's theorem, semidefinite-programming)

 Experiment: Eugene Polzik's group

!

Directly estimating non-classicality, Mari, Kieling, Metholt Nielsen, Polzik, Eisert, Phys Rev Lett 106, 010403 (2011)



Process tomography of quantum memory in a Josephson 
phase qubit coupled to a two-level state, Neeley, Ansmann, 
Bialczak, Hofheinz, Katz, Lucero, O'Connell, Wang, 
Cleland, Martinis, Nature Physics 4, 523 (2008)

 Can one detect the non-Markovianity of a continuous process
   from one (!) snapshot in time?

Time tTime 0

 Indeed, one can

 (Ideas of argument: Theory of divisibility of
   channels, integer semidefinite-programming)

Determining dynamical equations is hard, Cubitt, Eisert, Wolf, Phys Rev Lett 108, 120503 (2012)
Assessing non-Markovian dynamics, Wolf, Eisert, Cubitt, Cirac, 
Phys Rev Lett 101, 150402 (2008)
Detecting non-Markovian dynamics of a superconducting qubit from one snapshot in time,
joint work with Martinis lab in preparation (2012)

 Data from John Martinis' lab



 Summary:

 Lesson from quantum compressed sensing for quantum state tomography: 

   "Measure the same type of data, but fewer points, and get away with it for 
   approximately low-rank quantum states" (in honest fashion without assumptions)

 Now QCS++ with fair error estimates, tight bounds to sampling complexity 

 Good numerical performance

 Other recent ideas of quantum systems identification

 Thanks for your attention!


